
REVISED SPECS AT MID STATES HORSE SHOWS – JUNE 2017 
 
 
 
MODIFIED LIMIT EQUITATION   Not to exceed 2'6”                                                     
Limited to Jr. & Am. riders who do not show in classes over fences 2'9” or higher at the same show.  *Some classes 
not offered in all shows per time restraints.  Please check current schedule. Tests 1-7 may be required.  
 
Class     53, *54, *55, *56                        Modified Limit Equitation Over/Fences 
Class     57                                              Modified Limit Equitation Flat 
  
MODIFIED EQUITATION   Not to exceed 2'9”                                                              
  
Open to Jr. & Am. riders who do not compete in classes over fences above 3’ at the same show. *Some classes not 
offered in all shows per time restraints.  Please check current schedule. Tests 1-7 may be required.   
  
Class     58, *59, *60, *61                         Modified Equitation Over/Fences 
Class     62                                               Modified Equitation Flat 
  
 
MODIFIED &/or LIMIT &/or PRE- CHILDREN'S HUNTER  Not to exceed 2’9”   
Modified: Please see MHJA Specs. Limit: Please see INHJA Specs.                             
To be judged on performance and soundness with emphasis on manners. No horse/rider cross entry the Low 
Junior/Amateur section or any class or section where the height of fences exceeds 3’. To be judged on performance 
and soundness, with emphasis on manners. Section will be combined with Modified &/or Limit &/or Pre-Adult Hunter 
if there are less than 6 in either section.  Not to jog for ribbons. 
 
Class     160, 161, 162*               Modified &/or Limit &/or Pre-Children’s Hunter  Over/Fences            
Class     163                               Modified &/or Limit &/or Pre-Children’s Hunter  Under/Saddle  
  
                                                                                                                         
MODIFIED &/or LIMIT &/or PRE- ADULT HUNTER  Not to exceed 2’9”             
Modified: Please see MHJA Specs.   Limit: Please see INHJA Specs.                                        

To be judged on performance and soundness with emphasis on manners. No horse/rider cross entry the Low 
Junior/Amateur section or any class or section where the height of fences exceeds 3’. To be judged on performance 
and soundness, with emphasis on manners. Section will be combined with Modified &/or Limit &/or Pre-Children's 
Hunter if there are less than 6 in either section.  Not to jog for ribbons.  
  
Class     165, 166, 167*               Modified &/or Limit &/or Pre-Adult Hunter Over/Fences                                 
Class     168                               Modified &/or Limit &/or Pre-Adult Hunter Under/Saddle 
  
LOW AMATEUR / JUNIOR HUNTER   2’9” - 
3’                                                                                                                                                                    
                
Open to Junior riders and Amateur riders no longer eligible to compete as a junior exhibitor.  Amateur certification 
required for Amateurs.  Horse/Rider combinations entered in Low Junior/Amateur may not cross enter into Mod. &/or 
Limit &/or Pre-Adult or Mod. &/or Limit &/or Pre- Children’s or into classes where the height of the fences exceeds 
3’6”.  Riders may, if otherwise qualified, enter the Mod. &/or Limit &/or Pre-Adult or Mod. &/or Limit &/or Pre- 
Children’s on a different mount.  Riders may also enter classes where the height of fences exceeds 3’6” on another 
mount.  To be judged on performance and soundness, with emphasis on manners.  Height of fences 2’9” - 
3’.  Entries not to jog for ribbons. 30 or more entries at the start of the section requires it to be split and two sets of 
ribbons and two championships will be awarded. 
  
Class     180, 181                       Low Amateur/Junior Hunter  Over Fences 
Class     182                              Low Amateur/Junior Hunter  Under Saddle 

 


